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A new year begins for Senate
by Becky Burkert
news writer
The Student Senate has no specific 
problems to deal with yet, but accord­
ing to  Student Senate President Teresa 
Ere on, i f  any do arise the ate will 
be able to effectively handle them
Ereon, who became president last 
March, w. -its the Student Senate to 
be organized so that if problems a- 
rise quickly, members will act to­
gether as a group rather than in sep­
arate committees.
“One of the first things I noticed 
when I became president was that 
the Student Senate was becoming 
more and more fragmented," Ereon 
said.
In the process of cleaning out files, 
she observed, “There were too many 
committees. There wasn’t enough 
community oriented events or issues 
Everybody seemed to  be in it (Senate) 
for themselves."
As a result of self interests. Senate 
committees or task forces formed for 
special problems in the past were of­
ten poorly organized says ereon.
“Task forces were formed, but 
after a week or so,” Ereon said,“no- 
body heard anything about them 
again.”
Ereon cited the budget cuts of 
last year as an example of the need 
for Student Senate to  act together.
“The budget cuts came quickly 
and it was hard to make good deci­
sions," Ereon stated “ I’m sure that 
if it was done all over again the Stu­
dent Senate and administration 
wouldn’t act in the same way We 
need to  be organized so that we can 
plan properly.”
Ereon cononued, “ I think a lot of 
people in the Senate fed the same 
way we all have to  work together 
There is a more positive attitude this 
year. If we want to do something, we 
don 't automatically say, ‘Hey, they 
won’t let us do it.’ ”
The Blues Festival which was ban­
ned last year, but is now scheduled for 
this Friday, is proof to Ereon that if 
the Senate plans properly, goals can be 
accomplished.
“People said. ’Why set yourself up 
for disappointment.’ But we laid our 
cards on the table for the administra­
tion,” Ereon commented. “Wc said 
that we made plans to curtail problems 
at the (Blues) Festival and things 
worked out. it was a little different 
than the .Mickey Kooney, Judy Gar­
land l e t ’s put on a play in five days,’ ” 
Ereon stated.
“ Ukc I said, to  begin with the Se­
nate has no specific goals. Yet when 
something happens we will be pre­
pared to deal with it in the best way 
possible,” Ereon said.
Look out below!
STUDENTS RETURNING TO CAM PU S were in for a big surprise. The frame of the new athletic complex 
sprung up quickly over J.e summer, promising to  be the new horn, of the Lakers (photn by C.E. Heveker).
Students feel the sting o f financial aid cuts
(CPS)- Mary, about to start her first 
year of law school at Vanderbilt Uni- 
vera ty  in Nashville, says she’ll have to 
“take it step by step. I can’t make it 
through three years without (financial) 
aid.”
If she can’t get enough aid, Mary 
(not her real name) will “either 
drop out of school, or wait to go, 
or just forget about it.”
Mary's not alone. Like millions of 
undergraduate and graduate students 
this fall, she’s feeling the first effects 
of President Reagan's cuts in federal 
student aid programs.
Financial aid officials around the 
country seem of agree that while this 
yean cuts will hurt students, the worst 
effects are probably a year away.
'T h e  full impact of the changes 
won't start to be felt until next spring 
and SuiTuTici,” products Daiias Martin, 
executive director o f the National 
Association of Student Financial Aid 
Administrators.
Former U.S. Secretary of Educa­
tion Shirley Hufstedler confirms 
they'll “hit in full and evil flower 
next year.” The impact then will 
be "shattering.”
The relative scarcity- of federal 
student aid "will literally foreclose 
the opportunity to go to school” 
for some students, Martin says.
For others, cuts ” will cause stud­
ents to maybe delay enrolling” while 
they hold a job, and “will most likelv 
cause a shift in enrollment patterns 
from more expensive private schools 
to public colleges," he added.
Indeed, some are predicting a rapid 
disappearance of all but the strogest 
private colleges. To meet higher 
tuitions, a greater percentage of 
private college students uses federal 
aiu money, according to a February, 
1981 study by the National Center 
on Educational Statistics.
So “when the axe falls, it might 
be the end of many small, private 
colleges,”  speculates Carol Skribel, 
aid administrator at private Case 
Western Reserve University in Clev­
eland. “We depend on stTong financial 
aid to attract students.”
Traditionally-black colleges, where 
it’s not unusual to find 100 percent 
of the student body using some son 
of federal aid, arc also expected to 
be hit especially hard by the cuts.
Most public college aid officials 
were reluctant to predict just how 
many of their students won't be able 
to re-enroll because of the cuts. 
One-Jerome Sullivan of Iowa S u te -  
at one point speculated ISU could 
lose 20 percent o f its students, but 
that they could be replaced by trans­
fers from private colleges.
"We expea a large number of stud­
ents will be affected.”  says George 
Brooks, aid director at the University 
of Missouri-Columbia. "We Don’t 
know how many yet. We’re certainly 
not going to be able to fund every 
student who needs it, which has been 
our commitment since the mid­
sixties.”
At Texas,”we don’t know how 
it will translate into number of stud­
ents lost to the institution," says 
Michael Novak, the university’s aid 
director.
"But the quality of the students ' 
experience will be affeaed ,”  he 
predicts.
The immediate impact will proo 
ably be on the poorest students, 
offscals say.
David K Smith, Vanderbilt’s stud­
ent aid director, wories about "a 
return to the old days when Vander­
bilt was know as a rich man’s school.’’
He worries the school might even­
tually be forced to admit students 
"ir. the bottom five percent of our 
applicant pool” according not to 
their academic abilities, but to  their 
ability to pay their own way without 
aid.
“That would be destroying what 
we’ve always worked for-a diverse 
student body with z good sprinkling 
of minority srudenrs and lower- 
income students, aid directors say.
Most of the changes in aid awards 
go into effect October 1, but aid 
administrators didn’t know that until 
well past June, when most aid “pack­
ages" are usually completed and an­
nounced.
Brooks tried to reach his students 
well before the new- August 23rd 
deadline for Guaranteed Student 
Loans (GSLs), but doesn’t know how- 
successful he was.
“ A lot of people are going to be 
awfully suprised when they come 
back this year, and find they won’t 
be able to get as much money as
last ye.-r,” Brooks frets.
"Your’re going to see some terrible 
anxiety (among students this fall),” 
Martin suggests. "Many students 
jus: aren’t aware of the changes.”
There are other immediate effects, 
“many of them invisible for now,” 
Martin says. He recalls talking to a 
textbook publisher who complained 
that bookstore managers, unsure of 
what to expea, ire "ordering books 
conservatively” until they can more 
accuanelv gauge demand.
Other observers forsee temporary- 
lapses in services like campus food 
operations, whose cirectors may have 
withheld ordering for the school 
year until they saw haw many stud­
ents had to drop out because of an 
inability to pay.
Smith estimates that 175 of the 
500 students in Vanderbilt’s nursing 
school would have had to drop out 
if “wc hadn’t made it up with about 
$1000,000 in institutional funds.”
But “ I don't know what we’re 
going to do next year” if Congress 
doesn’t re-fund a nursing loan and 
other aid programs, Smith says.
A change of heart is unlikely. 
Most Washingtonians promise even 
deeper cuts next year.
"Anyone who believes that 
Stockman is content with this year’s 
cuts in (Guaranteed Student Loans) 
is as loony as Dovid Stockman him­
self,” says Jerry Roschw.db of the 
National Association of State Univer­
sities and Land-Grant Colleges.
Student Foundation 
anticipates busy year
by Richard Ptowden
N ew  Editor
A group of Grand Valley students 
hope to play a significant part in the 
promotion and development of die 
college, according to 
President of die Student Foundation.
The Student Foundation ha its 
first full year at Grand Valley, is 
the result 0< iu idea tuai originated 
in a meeting of Presidential Scholars.
T h e  administration thought that 
it was a good idea and (Dean of 
Students) Linda Johnson called a 
meeting last spring to get us going,” 
r.5* 1 H ciU '
“We took a draft from Central
Michigan University's Student Foun-
a-*;__..am . u
the hugest and moat sucessful foun­
dations in the nation,” Hcpfer added.
Baca upon the guidelines outlined 
in Central Michigan’s Foundation’s 
constitution. Grand Valley's version 
csitae up with concrete goals 
iysi-82 in six areas, lncse areas in­
dude: student reenutmeni, alumni 
relations, fundraising, community in­
volvement, student activities, and pub* 
tic rditions/communications.
More specifically the Foundation 
during this academic achooi year, 
hopes to produce a campus guidebook, 
develop a homecoming stesswg 
committee, have personal contact
with prospective kuucSb , Compile ao
informational program to he diewn 
to area organizations which outline
the facilities and cctririties available 
at Grand Valley, and introduce a 
fundraising program.
"Wc are going to take over the 
campus toum _frnar the adminfc- 
Hepfer, “The guide­
book is id be used as a training aid 
for tour guides,” he added.
“EvrncitDy the Student Foun­
dation wiii be <ii supporting," Hcpfer 
Mid.
Hie foundation hopes to raise 
funds through events such as a Las 
Vegas Night (depending on ap­
proval from the Michigan Lottery 
Commission), and monies donated by 
area sponsors that share an interest 
in the future of Grand Valley.
However, Hepfer’s efforts to 
partake is college fundraising activi­
ties hive not been met with open
1 TTai.
“Joyce Hecht, the Director of 
Grand Valley’s hind raising depart­
ment, i« against student's involve- 
m  fwnjj Hfpfff ysjff
“a s  thinks that it is a job for pro­
fessionals.” "The President (Arend 
j&febcn) thought it was l good idea. 
Dean Johnson thought that it was a 
good Idea, but...,” he said.
Hesfrr is quite optimistic shout 
the future and what it  holds for 
the Foundation, none the less.
“Right now our primary concern 
it Jsontscostisg,” he said.
See f  oundation page 3
Bad checks 
plague 
Allendale 
merchants
by Chris Berry 
News Writer
Students pulling out their check­
books at the many Allendale stores 
and gas stations may be in for a sur­
prise this fall. More and more small 
area businesses are refusing to accept 
student checks for fear that these 
checks will bounce.
“We received twenty-five bad 
checks in one week,’’ exclaimed Mrs. 
Dale Potgctcr, wife -if the Allendale 
Sunoco proprietor.
“We're a small business and can’t 
afford to lose the money or spend the 
time chasing the p*-<>pie down,” site 
continued.
This complaint was characteristic of 
the majority of the area businesses.
Mrs. Potegtter blames the Old Kent 
Bank branch or, 48th Street for much 
of the problem. “The bank shouldn't 
give tree checking to students. People 
can go in and give false telephone 
numbers and addresses, deposit a 
couple dollars and then wc end up 
bong stuck with a bad check.”
Because of this belief the .Allendale 
Sunoco has stopped accepting checks 
from Grand Valley students who bank 
at Old Kent.
Countering Mrs. Potgeter’s accusa 
tion, Betsy Kerr, manager of the 48th
She added that the bank requires 
proper identification before an 
account is open and enforces a seven 
dollar fee on each bad check to deter 
any would-be bad check writer.
Kerr admits though, it is more
Kerr says she is increasingly receiving 
calls inquiring to sec if a depositor's 
account can cover a check.
Most businesses refuse to go 
through such trouble. Some jusr don’t 
accept any checks. Others, like Grand
Street branch of Old Kent, pointed difficult ro locate college students 
out that free checking is available at than most people because of their 
many banks and the reason most frequent residence changes.
Grand Valley students bank at Did To protect themselves, area mer- 
Kent is because it has a branch con- chants are imposing a “get-tough” 
viendy near campus. stance on checks from students.
Valiev Lanes Party Store, have started 
a courtesy card membership. The 
store's manager, who wishes to re­
main anonymous, has been happy with 
the result since their switch last 
October.
“We were getting ten or twelve 
bad checks a week, but since then 
we've only had to cancel two courtesy 
cards,” he said. The store doesn't 
grant everyone a courtesy card but 
screens all applicants requiring them to 
have one year residency in the area 
and at least a six month account at 
the bank.
Another business that has switched 
to courtesy cards is the Meijer's chain 
which is now insisting that patrens 
writing checks over twenty-five dollars 
have such a card.
Refusing to lake checks and start­
ing courtesy card memberships are 
both steps local business owners have 
been forced to take to correct the 
abuses of the checking system. Some 
places like the Campus Bookstore and 
Allendale Shop Kite sriii accept all 
checks with proper identification, 
but even they need to keep blacklists 
and charge bad check fees. All 
businesses in some way or another arc 
protecting themselves.
i
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lan thorn  ed ito ria ls
Can goal'ess leaders lead?
We are concerned-no appalled—that the Student Senate Pres­
ident would state that the student government has "no specific 
goals" at this time.
What about student apathy? The use of herbicides on cam­
pus? The Lanthorn deficit? A student fee system? Sexual 
harassment?
No goals?
Is this the sentiment of the entire Student Senate?
The Senate's responsibility to students on this campus ex­
tends far beyond waiting for problems to arise, so that they 
can deal with them.
We dare to make the assumption that a student govern­
ment's purpose is that to iead—to take initiative before the 
whole student body is up-in-arms over an issue.
If student leaders are blind to the problems and issues 
that already exist on campus (or if they refuse to see them), 
where can the student body turn to for action?
If we cannot rely on »he elected student leaders to lead, 
we have no effective means against the apathy on campus.
The attitude and action of the Senate is our crucial key to 
protecting and preserving the interests of the student body. 
On the basis of President Ereon's words, we feel the attitude 
of the Senate needs to be reevaluated.
letters
L A N T H O R N  Littare In the ad it or mutt include signature, ad drew and phone 
number of the writer. The addre *  and phone number will not be printed. The 
writer'! name may be withheld on  requeet, but the publication of anonymout letters 
it not encouraged. Letters which ere legible end of 300 words or lea* are moat likely 
to be published. All letters ere subject to careful condeneetion. The Lanthorn re­
serves the right to reject eny letter.
Editor,
I want to reach those students in 
GVSC who are registered voters in 
Grand Rapids end who are public- 
spirited enough to note that an elect­
ion is taking place on September 15. 
While all of you have an excellent 
library on campus, many find a need 
to use city libraries, particularly the 
downtown branch. Perhaps you know 
that the staff has been cut 31%, hours 
from 63 to 40, open oniy two nights 
weekly, and never on Sunday.
The GR Library Board is ail male 
and from the business community; 
thus, while it may well be conscien­
tious, it is not sufficiently repre­
sentative of an institution that serves 
all groups and ages, an institution that 
has traditionally served those with 
iittle access to books unless their 
reading has been free.
Because I believe that a library 
board has broad responsibility to 
help solve problems (i.e. seeking 
public funds for a system hard-hit 
by budget cuts, helping staff build a 
strong volunteer program, seeing that 
the public is fully-acquainted with all 
the library services), I am running for 
a position on the Board. Some of you 
will know me, and i nope you will not 
hold it against me that this letter Is, 
in part, an advertisement for myself. 
However, however you vote, do 
inform yoursel' on the choices and 
then vote. Thank you.
Virginia Derr Chambers
Editor,
As a Crand Valley Sports Booster 
(memter of the Blue and White 
Club), I feel I have a right to vent my 
outrage at the dropping cf six sports. 
Having rowed a year and believing that 
crew has helped my life and is an 
asset to the school, I gladly donated 
to the Grand Valley sports program. 
However, because of the shabby treat­
ment that I feel the crew and I have 
received, I wish to express publically 
that I will no longer fund Grand 
Valley varsity sports.
What upsets me is that there 
weren't any hints that this action 
would take place. The first I heard
n i M M  JmA* »«<ga !•* tKa na*rn>*
News on July 5. It makes me wonder 
if they made this decision in the 
middle of the summer u> escape any 
unfavorable response.
Reading Ian  waak's Lanthorn I 
couldn't help but lau^i at how the 
dacision has already Lien accepted as 
fact end George MacDonald's justi­
fications for the cuts. Reading over 
his criteria which determined which 
sports stayed and which ware cut. I 
was amazed at how fair and rational 
the list was. But I cent think ha 
redly used it.
--------- pe rs pectivfi
rebuttal: Unions: not the "root of all
by Fred L. Garrett II
Guest editorialist
Though I agree very much so with Mr. Pefley's 
title (Striking is Selfish and Irresponsible) in regards 
to the recent air controllers' strike, | must take 
issue with the way in which he chose to defend his 
positir; Though his article was very well written 
and I greatly respect his opinion, it is quite un­
fortunate that he took the opportunity to condemn 
unions as the "root t>f all evils" for inflation, 
unemployment and depression in the northern 
industrial states.
His opinion only reflects the rising backlash 
towards unions. In fact, his is an opinion I also 
shared, until about a year age.
M y first experiences with unionism came at the 
tender and impressionable age of sixteen- In my 
first job, I had been hired (along with two other 
youths) to assist carpenters in putting on the roof 
of our one-million dollar church that was under 
construction. Anxious and greatly anticipating my 
first day at work, I arrived at 7:00 a m. and was 
quickly herded into the general contractor's office. 
Then and there oc-'ured my first "union exper­
ience." We were told not to answer any questions 
about who we worked for. Ever the inquisitive 
one, I of course, asked why and received some 
very nebulous answers.
Further questioning brought back the answer 
that left a bad taste in my mouth about unions: 
"They may maks; you try and join the union and 
pay union duesl"
Well, why didn't you say that in the first place? 
Heck, I was still trying to figure out why I had to 
pay S6.13 out of every check when no one asked 
me if I wanted to. We were just three conscientious 
youths trying to earn some summer spending
money. Why should the union bother us?
Being from a union town (UAW membership 
over 40,000), I was destined to have more dealings 
with unions. Everyone seemed to belong 
to a "local" and every few years the paper would 
swamp us with coverage of the "exciting" bar­
gaining sessions between G.M. and the UAW. It's 
no small wonder that when I became employed as a 
General Motors security guard (summer only) ! 
had built up a deep resentment toward unions 
that easily paralleled Mr. Pefley's sentiments.
In my mind, unions served no useful purpose and 
only complicated matters. (The fact that i had to 
pay $10.00 per check for union dues only served to 
strengthen the antagonism I felt.)
By the end of that summer though, my attitudes 
towards unions underwent quite a transformation 
and I began to see unions for what they really are: 
a necessary outgrowth of our system of free enter­
prise. Just as a business will incorporate to gain 
further advantages in maximizing profits, workers 
will unite to advance their interests with respect to 
wages and working conditions. Workers organized 
simply as a means of self-preservation.
The bigger "big business" grew, the more it 
tended to alienate its workers and the more imper­
sonal it became. It's aiso no secret that 
corporations hold a definite advantage when manage­
ment c n  negotiate contracts on an individual basis. 
After all, their primary goal is to maximize profits 
(of course, it's not a dirty word), not to protect the 
workers' interests. Stockholders ?r.b boards of 
directors must be catered to, not workers, right?
Thus the union affords the individual worker a 
voice and means to articulate his interests. In 
joining a union, an individual knows going in that he 
only has one vote and that he may be in the minor-
/ /
ity at tim«*- rP lf % *hy he a^s right to
leave the K'Sn fo'lo^ hi* o *n * ' 11.
No f°rce^  13-°00 controllers t0 stay
away from *he to**'*; the °f each member 
who chof* !y,T ,c> *or^ d'd. membership
could have l«adershiP and remained at
work. NO Lini<pn forCeJ the ajr traffic controllers 
to strike, th®y
d's unf0\ r , 3<e ,h*t r/lr' ^ose th„ word
"monopoly" io of the LlAW's large
wage virrtflX ifO x that the of tfie 9ame in
our great f*1^  e^^^ r^is  ^ Economy? Was Mobil 
trying to ^ooca  fqf fuh? Corporations aren't 
the only *'<3, o0 th* who find strength in
size and ^ash * Mr. Pefley's example a
case of a d*1ion a corporation at it's own
game? A 'e Arn«ricar> /'orkers t0 be blamed for 
utilizing af^jcJa (ur|ic»nf) to fight for 3 piece of the 
pie? Perh«X tpe/ vVrong for wanting a say in 
their destihV f^rjf filing v'ctirn t0 the lures our 
materialist  ^ and * antin9 mote money—
for daring r^ganiz® theVse|ves and challenging 
those whocah $o '^ttariiV control their lives.
If it were that lh(f unjon was 3t the root of 
all our eccn<brni<; c*'1*. it wou|d be a grave injustice 
to make tl^hi sji0ulder °s the blame- Big bus­
iness must al5o pe indited for becoming so huge 
and scary th^ pushes an '^dividual into the safe 
arms of a ^ i^qri- id b® jpdicted is °Ur free-
economy. I°* ^>09 50 fre®- that i* aHows 8 business 
"free rule''0Ver ppP'timioh Workers-
In singlih  ^ olit union* as a leading cause f°r 
our econctf's; prcbi*rrjs Mr. pgfley has found an 
expediant iC^ pegOjt’ He *ads to re®!ize that there 
is no single but a pumber of causes ah
working to9^ ther- ^&s, ttle air controllers’ strike 
was selfish ar\j jrreSp°thsib*e; but, it Would be hasty 
to condemn al| fc>ecduse of PATcO-
American Solidarity Day bonds workers
The one criteria that came before 
all others had to have been spectator 
interest. Football and basketball are 
the sports parents, donors, and alumni 
come to see. I understand the fin­
ancial crunch that haunts the school. 
They must go where the money is. 
But why didn't George MacDonald 
say that instead of all that other bull?
Listen to some of the excuses 
MacDonald uses to justify changing 
crew into a ciub. First he says most of 
the other crews are clubs. This only 
holds true for the few college crews in 
Michigan; out of the state most of 
the college crews are a varsity sport.
MacDonald's next half true state­
ment is that crew "offers little oppor­
tunity for competition in the immedi­
ate area." This statement sounds as if 
the school pays for all of the crew's 
transportation. The truth is crew 
raises most of its funds itself.
Then, MacDonald jumps back and 
points out that "crew teams have 
demonstrated their capability for 
raising revenues. . .and it is expected 
the sport will be self-sufficient in the 
future." Because crew didn't receive 
much money in the first place they 
had to raise money to keep any 
skeleton of a program alive.
Lastly, it is noted that Grand 
Valley will let the crews use the boat 
house and the equipment in it. How 
nice. What eise could they do with it, 
make a river front dorm out of it? 
Paul Springer and past crews are the 
ones who had the boat house and the 
equipment donated. To take that 
away from the crew would be an 
injustice that not even the school 
would have the gaii to do.
What irked me the most when I 
read that initial Detroit News article 
on July 5 was that Grand Valley 
would be saving $20,000 annually by 
the cutting of the six sports. When 
you weigh that against the eighty 
athletes it served, it dots not seem like 
much, especially when considering 
that this included the coaches' salaries 
and that most of the equipment has 
been alreedy bought (eg. crew shells
•fwl fai-.ftse nnairtel
I could go on and on. I could 
mention how the Grand River is the 
best natural river that a school could 
have. (Many schools have to travel ten 
miles to practice.) I could say that 
once a program is started like crew and 
the equipment is bought it is stupid 
to waste it  But enough. I’m finished. 
Done. Kaput I just couldn't let 
George MacDonald's dacision and 
comments go by without remarking on 
them.
by Henry E. Hardy
Lanthorn Editorialist
On September 19, 1981, thousands of workers 
and students will gather at the Washington Monu­
ment for trie biggesi and most politically important 
protest in a decade. Solidarity Day will cement 
the emerging alliance between the trade union 
movement and civil rights organizations, pacifist 
groups, and environmentalist concerns. Reagan's 
"homhs not butter" politics will be protested in 
speeches, music, and massive organzed demon­
strations. There is good reason for die vehement 
opposition Solidarity Day will expose.
In a single bleak year, Ronald Wilsor Reagan has 
set about to destroy forty years of social progress 
in America. Under his administration, US. military 
expenditures and the national debt have risen to the 
highest levels ever experienced by any nation. The 
Stockman-Reagan budget cuts have gutted or 
destroyed virtually every service the government 
provides to taxpayers. Student loans, legal aid, 
unemployment compensation, food stamps, solar 
energy funding, job training, social security—all
arc being painfully raped by Reagan and his men.
The “Reagan Tax Cut” is a sham. House test­
imony has shown that a person making less than 
S 10,000 a year would actually have a net federal 
tax increase under the President's "tax cut" plan. 
Only the rich will benefit from Reagan's "profits 
before people" administration. It is no wonder 
that the common people of America have begun 
to take to the streets in protest once again.
George Bush last year called Reagan's unusual 
budget ideas "voodoo economics.” George Bush's 
opinion has since undergone a remarkable about 
face, but the facts have not. Reagan's economic 
plan will not benefit workers or students.
Similar "supply side” theories have been the 
basis for the economic policy of Great Britain under 
the rule of Margaret Thatcher. These policies will 
not bring a new era of prosperity. Supply side 
economics has brought Britain 11.2% unemploy­
ment and the consequent inevitable bloody weeks 
of rioting this summer. We believe that Messrs. 
Reagan, Watt, and Haig must be forced to modify 
their agendas and restore vital social programs now.
Must America's cities burn once again like Watts 
and Detroit, London and Liverpool, before we
realize that t ^ r ig l1*5 ®f \he comm00 People cannot 
be measured ()o^a,s af)d cents? Solidarity Day 
will provide a p gac^ l t0rdm fpr opposition which 
the W ash in ^X  MnnOt iQOore
Support soli^ar'ty  C?aV is oven^heiming. The 
huge AFL-C 1^  iab°r confederation ^as placed the 
might of it* h^iio05 at (Ambers squarely behind 
the movemen\ gvery jj^W  region has p igged to 
send hundred^ rhein^,.*. |pcal ij/vW official 
recently i n ^ X g d  ^  Lant,1Orn ,hat over 7 0OO 
present arvd ^ rm e f r ferhbers <rCm the Grand
Rapids region ^jll for^ part of the hU9e UAW 
contingent. ^tud«(ltSa* Gl' and Valley and hundreds 
of other c o H ^ j  qniversities are mobilizing to 
demonstrate t0r a *air pPd9et and equal rights. 
The nation's largefT crvil ri9^ts organization the 
NAACP, pas*^  a draiviatic emergency resolution 
in support Qt tfie S o i^ n t y  p ay Protest. We 
believe that 3tt|icJarity t^ay wi|| ^  the bestWjy for 
American cit«jenS to V(Jjce ^e ir opposition to 
Reagan's rten'^ gaS and n a tron  budget.
We urge t^e Grand y alley student Senate to 
show their ^ p ce ff fpr )ob*  and education by 
adopting a  re*p|L,tion ir> sc'PPCrt of the Solidarity 
Day protest. %  $1)1* 1
Detour to the Promised Land
by Thomas D. Smith 
Lanthorn editorialist
Chewin' on a piece of grass
W alkin' down the road...
Tell me, how long you gonna stay here Joe?
-America, "Ventura Highway"
ONCE IN A  W HILE (or once in a lifetime, if 
you believe the Talking Heads) something catches 
your eye with just enough simple force that you 
have to stop and think twice about its relevance, be 
it to your day, your life, your job, your state of 
mind . . . the point is that it catches you for long 
enough to make you take notice.
To wit: I was driving to work at Channel 35 on a 
calm, late summer Thursday, taking Wilson Avenue 
off of 100th Street, hoping to boogie that vehicle of 
mine fast enough to reach my destination early 
enough. Somewhere along the road I noticed a 
small church had its doors wide open (and since it 
was a Cau-.olic church, that was no detriment; this 
I point out for those of you who think I come 
from the Christian Reformed side of the altar/ 
pulpit/choir/etc.) and, being someone who has more 
than a passing interest in such matters, I went in for 
services.
I found out that the church (St. Sebastian) was 
designed in the old Tridentian manner (for those of 
you not familiar with my side of the cross, that's 
the rite of Catholic Mass that was declared "out 
moded''—or words to that effect-at the Second 
Vatican Council); the altar was styled like a small 
chapel, with statues both on pedestals on each side
of the structure and within small, roofed naves just 
above the tabernacle (where the consecrated hosts 
are stored). The newer altar-which looked like an 
oversized bench-was in front of the older one; 
all eise in the church was unchanged. The walls 
were white and pale green; the pews were simple 
burnished walnut; the church, on the outside, was 
light brown brick with a white wooden steeple 
with the bell inside.
But what struck me the quickest was the people 
at the mass . . .  all sever, of them. Right; 7. I was 
the only male in attendance, save for the priest, 
Fr. Ed Hoogeterp; he struck me as a simple human 
male who was content enough in the service of the 
Lord and would always remain so. even when he 
no longer walked the earth. The women ranged in 
ages from 14 to 70; two of them were the obvious 
kids, those who act as children now but will display 
the same outward (and profess, in private, the same 
inwardI respect to both the service and the message 
when they reuch their elder's age. And what's so 
painful about that is that they wili have almost 
nothing better to do when they reach that age, no 
identity to call their own. The older ladies (one of 
them on a visit from Massachusetts) were living 
examples of this reverence, this generational blind 
devotion to that word that a bearded carpenter 
from Nazareth handed down long ago and oh so far 
away, that word being "follow me."
When I arrived, I went in to meet Fr. Hoogeterp 
and, after the usual pleasantries, asked him if he 
needed an altar boy (after all, I had been ore in 
my woebegotten youth, and 1 figured a little prac­
tice never hurt anyone). He replied that the aitar
was arranged ^  tJiat vvasp 't qecessary_but | w as 
welcome to  r^ad, if 1 v''anted to d0 *o. I agreed; 
after all, I c»d Use if»ore pr0CtiC(, in that end of „,y 
life any day of ^  #eek.
I handled \j,e pOStQ t |^ctor easily (which is mV 
specialty in form pf employment; anyone 
who thinks ^  c>n  cu, r^e at that should, by all 
means, arran9* a cfallenge at oncel); for those of 
you trivia fie1^  th« epi„|<s verses 29 to 39 of 
the eleventh ^ apter ° f  t** Bo0 |< 0f Judges.
Always that Q|£j testament; s0 damned
depressing!
The servic® S'Jiet|y movjng in i *  simplicity; 
the songs vver^ wf1g a c^ f/ a , c ff by 0ne 0f the 
congregation- -I'h«re Vva> "Ot an off-key note 
anywhere tn tj,e s ^ i n ^  and , could have sworn 
someone krtf'N ,f,e alto part iq at least two of the 
songs quite **l||
When ttie \ime Cam * to consecrate the host. 
Fr. HoogeteiP invited a|j pf us up to the altar to 
join in (arxJ P ^ ^ b ly  to ^ e  h;s yoice) and Watch. 
1‘ve Deen to for ^ et 2Q years r^w  anq M n 
never recall a part of the |iwrgy being d0ne in 
this manner.
After c o d X p io n  the drink from die
chalice—the I arm fd 'e. was liebfraumilch
tasting church \ [fie with a|l the delayed reaction of 
a shot of DOg 20/-jq . which is */|c/i 
David 20/20) \ !eft; haq ,p get t0 work and make 
mo ney in ord*f tQ y s9«. But it's going to be a 
long time j fotg^  the sj(T)ple |ittje detour
I took on to wm„ you a0d I call the path
to riches . . . %  *R a t vy^ye come to realize i, y,e 
rat race.
th e  lanthorn
The Lenthcm is published weekly during each semester by the students of Grand Valley 
So t* Colleges. It is funded in part by the Student Senate of the college.
Opinions expressed in the Lot thorn are not necessarily those of Grand Valley State
susan m. cailiiw  
theme orteske 
Jody lynne gust 
den r. teeley 
ricfiwd ptowdeei 
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ing, Allendele. Michigan, 49eui. Tetephone: 555-7303.
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SUMMER IS OVER-and daises are in full awing. Once again, students 
can be seen hitting the bookalphto by C.E. Heveker).
Teeter to speak on Grand Valley’s campus
Robert Teeter, president of Market 
Opinion Research in Detroit, will 
speak at Grand Valley on Thursday, 
September 17. Teeter, who is manager 
of Market Opinion’s political division 
is well-known for his work with 
Republican presidential candidates as 
a pollster, statistician, and public 
relations expert.
Teeter directed the polling and 
research for the Republican president 
candidates in 1972, 1976 and was 
involved in the polling strategy for 
the 1980 presidential campaign. He
also managed the survey research 
for the Progressive Conservative Party 
in the Canadian federal elections of 
1972, 1974, and 1979. Teeter also 
works closely with the Republican 
National Committee and the Re­
publican Senatorial Committee in 
developing their research and cam­
paign strategies.
Market Opinion Research, under 
Teeter’s direction, is currently in­
volved in the technical and poli-
process. The company has developed
an intricate computer graphics system 
for analyzing political and demo­
graphic profiles of new districts. 
This system has been used in re­
districting decisions in Michigan, Con­
necticut, Colorado, Indiana, Ohio 
and Wisconsin.
Teeter holds a Master of Arts 
degree in political science from 
Michigan State University and a 
bachelor’s degree from Albion Col­
lege in Michigan. He is a member of 
the American Political Science Assoc­
iation and the Economic Club of
Detroit; he also serves on the Michigan 
Chamber of Commerce Board of 
Directors and is president of the 
National Association of Political Pol­
lsters.
Teeter is one of the notables in­
vited to  participate in dedication 
ceremonies for the Gerald R. Ford 
Presidential Museum in Grand 
Rapids. He will speak at 2:30 p.m. 
in Room 132 Lake Huron Hall. 
Grand Valley classes in sociology, 
political science, and business will 
be attending the event
WSRX applies
for wattage increase
by David J. Gundry
News Writer
In order to increase the distance 
at which Grand Valley’s student 
run radio station, WSRX. can be 
listened to, GVS’s administration 
has applied to the Federal Com 
munications Commission (FCC) for 
a license to broadcast at 50,000 
watts.
Currently WSRX broadcasts with 
10 watts of power. "WSRX can be 
received by a radio with a dipole 
antenna up to 15-20 miles away 
from the GVS campus under good 
(weather) conditions,” said station 
manager Donna Disser.
If the station were to increase to 
50,000 watts, it would have to become 
a station in the National Public 
Radio’s (NPR) network.
This stipulation is not a favorable 
one at the student oriented station, 
because as a NPR station, WSRX 
would be required to follow a stan­
dard NPR format.
Disser, however is optimistic about 
the future of the station’s independ­
ence because there are already rwo 
other NPR stations near the GVS 
Campus: one in Mt. Pleasant and a 
station located on the campus of the 
University o f Michigan, which broad­
casts simultaneously from Grand 
Rapids.
Foundation
from page 1
“In two weeks we arc planning a 
membership drive," Hepfer added. 
All students enrolled and in good 
standing with Grand Valley State 
are eligible for membership in the 
Student Foundation. The members 
are selected by the Foundation Pres­
ident and Vice President based on 
information obtained from appli­
cations and interviews.
"We are going to cooperate with 
all student organizations,” Hepfer 
said. “This is our first year and hope­
fully people will look at us, see that 
we were here, and say that wc did 
a good job,” Hepfer said.
Student Organizations
Places to go, things to d o ...
Lunchbreak Series
9/16 Red Rug Puppet Theatre Beth Katz,
12 noon-1 pm puppeteer, will present a 30 min. show. 
Children arc invited. Afterwards, Ms. 
Kat7 will give a brief demonstration and 
respond to questions. Calder Fine Arts
Center.
9/17 IJ.S. Army Chorus - the concert, unde:
12 noon-2 pm the baton of Captain G. Duby, will in­
clude selections written origionally for 
male voices by master composer 
partiotic American songs, and the best of 
popular music. C.C. Main Lounge.
Campus Events:
9/11 Blues Festival—featuring The Son Seals
5 pm-12 midnight Band, The Bryan Lee Band, The Jimmy 
Johnson Band, and I.O.U. West Campus 
Center Lawn.
9/11 Dance—Kappa Alpha Psi. Commons
9 pm-3 am South Dining Room.
9/12 Dance—Alpha Phi Alpha. C.C. Multi­
purpose Room.
9/13 Church-Campus Ministry. Commons
6:30-9 pm Snack Bar.
9/14-9/18 Yearbook Sign-up—CC. Lobby
9 am-5 pm 
Now-9/22 Soldiers Without Desire -a 19 piece 
modular surface work by John Visser. 
C.C. Art Gallery.
Current Events
Now-9/12 Peg ‘0 my H eart-a 1912 comedy by the
8:30 pm Fri & Sat Village Players. Greenfield Village and 
Henry Ford Museum. Dearborn.
9/12, 9/13
Now-10/4 
M-F 10 am-5 pm 
Sun 1-5 pm
Now-11/1
9/14-11/29
Folk Life Festival—everyday life of a 
century ago will be re-enacted in the 
environs of the reconstructed 19th 
century rural village. Charlton Park 
Village & Museum, Hastings.
Ford's Boyhood Years-an exhibit of 
items relating to the years ex-President 
Gerald R. Ford spent growing up in 
Grand Rapids. Grand Rapids Public 
Museum.
Pioneers: Early 20th Century Art from 
Midwestern Museums-The new Grand
Rapids Art Museum.
Artists of Grand Rapids, 1840-1980— 
Grand Rapids Public Museum, the new 
Grand Rapids Art Museum.
concert line
Sept. 11 joumey-Pine Knob
11 Bruce Springsteen-Horizion
12 Joumey-Pine Knob
12 Bruce Springsteen-Pine Knob
18 Pat Benetar-Pine Knob
19 Pat BenetarPine Knob
ATTENTION BIOLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. AND OTHER SIMILAR DISCIPLINES! 
The Biology Club will meet every Wednesday at 12 noon in 215 Loutit 
Hall. Field trips, speakers, films, and other activities are planned. For 
more information, contact Dan Seeley.
The GVSC Student Senate would like to welcome everyone back to 
Grand Valley for the '81 - ’82 school year.
UPCOMING EVENTS:
-Blues Festival Sept. 11 
-Film Series 
-Lecture Scries 
-and Much, Much More!
We need you - the GVSC student to make everything come together! 
Get involved - we need YOU! Ext. 231
The Model United Nations cordially invites you to get involved. Grand 
Valley’s Model U.N.’s purpose is educational and academic in nature. Our 
sole purpose is to promote a better understanding of international relat­
ions and the governing Drocess on all levels of government by simulating 
an international organization. If you would like more information concem- 
ing Model U.N. call ext. 240.
LAST DAY TO RETURN 
FALL SEMESTER 
TEXTBOOKS
Sept. 16
BOOKSTORE HOURS 
FALL SEMESTER- 
Monday, 8:30 am - 7 pm 
Tues - Fir, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
CAMPUS
jo b  m arke t
Sept. 17
Sep. 29
Oct. 14
Oct. 15
Oct. 21 
Otc. 22 
Oct. 27
Oct. 28
United States N»vy: Interested in talking with all students 
concerning Navy Officer Programs. Located in the Campus 
Center Lobby.
United States Marine Corp.: Interested in talking with all 
students concerning Officer Candidate Programs. Located 
in the Campus Center Lobby.
Prudential Insurance Company of America: Interested in ail 
graduating seniors for Sales Representative leading to Sales 
Management positions.
United State* Navy: Interested in talking with all students 
concerning Navy Officer Programs. Located in the Campus 
Center Lobby.
Armour and Dial, Inc.: Interested in all graduating seniors 
with interest in sales tor Sales Representative positions.
cmmS . i  if«- Insurance Co.: Interested in all graduating seniors 
for Sales and Sales Management positions.
Ferris B”—<•*»— and Lohmaa: Interested in accounting seniors 
for Tax Season Internship and full-time Staff Accounting 
position to begin January, 1982.
Krcgd, Ratsrink and Kisgsas: Interested is accounting scums 
for Interns durning the tax season and Staff Accountants 
to begin June, l w i .
Oct. 29 United Si Postal Service: Interested in graduates and 
seniors who have accounting, law, computer 
and criminal justice backgrounds or majors for 
Postal Inspector position*. Some previous work experience
■S required.
THE LA N T H 0R N  
IS NOW ACCEPTING  
APPL ICAT IO NS 
FO R  THE F A LL  SEM ESTER  
IN THE FOLLOW ING 
POSITIONS:
’ M A RKET IN G  & A D  SALES  
’ W RITERS & ED ITO RS  
’ PHOTOGRAPHERS 
’ LAYOUT & DESIG N  
’ GRAPH IC ART ISTS  
•TYPESETTERS
work/study preferred 
but not essential
writing applications 
should include a 
writing sample
CALL EXT.120 FOR MORE INFO
The Lsnthom is located in the 
Campus Cantar
classifieds
Oct. 29 P. P tI -eg  md Cm.i In terested i 
for Internship* darning the tax srsson
IENISON BARBER & HAIRSTYuNC SHOP \
SSO Cm»CK St 
jvnison uiasaae
HOURS;
MON.. TMURS.. FRI. 
M
TUES.. WED.. SAT.
$100 OFF COUPON
Part-time work on campus, stapling 
posters to bulletin boards. Choose 
your own schedule, 4-15 hours 
weekly. No selling-your pay is 
based on the amount of material 
distributed. Our average campus 
rep earns $4 - $7 per hour. This 
position requires the ability to work 
without supervision. For informa­
tion, contact Jeanne Swenson, 500- 
3rd Ave. W.. Seattle, Washington 
98119,(206)282-8111.
C R O SSW IN D S BULLETIN N O . 2
Hi, it’s me again, the Crosswinds bulletin. Actually my name is 
Antyrec but for the sake of simplicity and the sanity of the Cross- 
winds staff, they are keeping my name really basic. Speaking of the 
Crosswinds staff, they still need more alert and enterprising students. 
If you feel that you are qualified, or if you just wish to get active on 
campus we can tetch you, have no fear. Just a few messages now:
1) 1980-81 yearbooks are on sale till Wednesday.
September 16th when they all go bye! bye! They 
are only $12.95 at the Campus Center Bookstore.
2) 1981-82 yearbooks will be on sale beginning Sep­
tember 14th through 18th in the Campus Center 
lobby, for the astoundingly low price of $12.95.
Come down and sign up for yours, and you too 
can say: “I Got It!”
3) Student Portrait Week is October 5th through 9th 
only! There will be no retakes. They would like to 
encourage all Professors, Upper Classmen, Ser ovs,
Juniors. Sophmores, Freshmen and Faculty to 
nave their puuiwi taker,.
Senior Portraits
Professors. Upper Classmen. Juniors.
Sophmores. Freshmen and Faculty 
(including Student Organizations)
(6 poses/proofs, please have $2.00 at the time 
of portrait schedule.)
You may sign up September 14th through ISth 
and the 30th of September through the 2nd of 
October, in the lobby of the Campus Center.
Free
$ 2.00
Well, they are beginning to  argue 
leave, bye.
over me again so I am going to
*
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a rts/enterta i n merit
The Blues Festival returns to Grand Valley
by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III 
Arts/Entertainment writer
“ It started more than a hundred 
vears aeo, on the fields and in the 
shanties of the many southern cotton 
plantations. They (the then slaves) 
began to develop their music. Once 
emancipated, their music, as did indus­
tries and cities, began to grow and 
expand; and gradually moved to  the 
urban centers along the north, where 
the blacks went in search of opportu­
nity.”
Review
That is Dave Cox’s, co-ordinator 
from the Student Senate’s programing 
committee, explanation for the genesis 
of the “Blues." Interestingly enough, 
it is not at all different from how 
Gershwin described it in his hit tune 
“ Birth of Blues,” (made legendary by 
Sammy Davis Jr.). Sure Gershwin was 
more lyrical, had a lot more rhymes; 
but other than that they are almost 
identical. And historically, they both 
are correct.
When tracing the roots of the Blues 
at Grand Valley, or more importantly.
the Blues Festival, which will be cele­
brated this Friday, September 11 on 
the Campus Center lav.m. from 5 to 
Horn, the task becomes even easier.
It had a less soulful beginning. It 
originated with a questionaire that was 
passed out some 11 years ago. The 
questions concerned what types of 
music the students enjoyed listening 
to; Blues and Jazz surfaced as the top 
two.
From that day on, Blues and Jazz 
and the Blues and Jazz Festival be­
came a tradition, attracting thousands
throughout West Michigan. That is 
until two years ago, when the Blues 
got a taste of its own blues.
Noise, alcohol abuse, and financial 
losses became constant complaints. 
And once Grand Valley changed from 
terms to semesters, it became very 
easv to just erase it off the calendar 
of events.
But this year, as we all know, the 
Blues are Back; but not without some
changes.
“We’re tightening security and also 
charging admission-a dollar for Grand
*■
Yuwanna changes
by Rob Viilo
Arts/Entertainment Writer
(Farmer John's Pub, a Grand Valley “hot spot,” is currently featuring 
"Yuwanna '-one o f Grand Rapids' favorite rock bands. The following is 
an update o f the group’s latest events.)
Yuwanna is going through changes. Rig Changes. Beginning October l t 
keyboardist Greg Poltrock will not be with the band. The nimble fingered 
artist has decided it’s time to move on. Poltrock is going to college to 
pursue a career in music, possible intertwined with moviemaking. In other 
words, Poltrock is thinking about writing movie scores. He does have the 
talent, no?
So where does Poltrock’s lightbulbing ambitions of cosmic proportions 
leave the rest of Yuwanna? Glad you asked that question.
As of last week the group has hired the keyboardist from a Detroit- 
based band caUed “ Fox.”
(To follow is a brief account from  a recent ..iterview with Yuwanna's 
bassist, Mitch Rapp.)
Rapp said of the new keyboard player, “Of course he’s not as good as 
Greg. Nobody in the state touches him. But he is pretty good. Vocally, 
he’s a far better singer.”
“ Really good, huh?” I injected.
“ Oh, yes,” Rapp continued. "Greg never sang that much, really.”
When asked about Virwanna’s future sound, Rapp replied, "Oh I'm not 
worried about it."
There you have it folks, the lowdown on whats happening with 
Yuwanna’s distinguished membership. Soon you’ll be seeing a new face 
behind the keys. Soon you'll be hearing a new sound from Yuwanna. It 
might be very different, yet it may be quite the same. Only time will tell.
And now, for those of you who aren’t too familiar with one of GVSC’s 
favorite bands, here’s the scoop on how Yuwanna keeps on ticking, and 
sounding good at the same time.
The quartet consists of Steve Ocharsiak on guitar and lead vocals, Brian 
Cnrisman on drums and lead vocals, the aforementioned Mitch Rapp 
(bass), and the soon-to-be leaving Greg Poltrock (keyboards).
Marching Band 
plays
at the Silverdome
oy j  may ne prince
Atrs/F.ntertainnient Editor
Have you ever wanted to attend 
a Lions' home opener? Badly enough 
to get up early and be aboard a bus 
by 6:45 am?
The Grand Valley State Colleges 
Mar-hing Band did. Sunday, Sept. 
6, the band boarded three chartered 
buses and were on their way by 
7:00 am to see the Detroit Lions 
play the San Francisco +9ers.
Although scheduled to leave at 
6:45 am. a slight delay was caused 
by sleepy students arriving late, 
and others not responding when 
role was called-sleeping.
When the buses finally got under­
way, the riders spent the time sle­
eping, practicing, talking, and singing 
until the Sdverdoir.e came into sight. 
At this time the band members, 
nervous yet very excited, got into 
their uniforms and ready to dis­
embark.
They deboarded, claimed the horns, 
drums, and flags from the busses' lug­
gage compartments and nude for the 
back entrance where the company 
was escorted sate a large garage­
like structure by security personel. 
A large door descended shutting them 
in; the room was pressurized, and 
another door lifted revealing the stad­
ium’s enterior. After a moment 
of awed silence, the group rushed 
into the stadium with a "spirit yelL”
YUWANNA PERFORMS AT Farmer John's; shown (left to  right) 
are Steve Ocharsiak and Mitch Rapp (photo by Dan R. Seeley).
Yuwanna has played all over. They've been as far out as Omaha, 
Nebraska. Playing on a full-time basis, rhese guys know that the life of a 
professional musician can be a rough one. Traveling everywhere, learning 
new songs regularly, and pleasin'; the crowd night after night all add up to 
a lot of devotion.
Yuwanna’s music is extremely well-performed. They’re tight as a 
whistle and their song selection isn’t just whistling either. Tunes like Led 
Zep's “Carouselambra,” Ge nesis' “Turn It On Again," and Pink Floyd’s 
"The Wall" shows us that they are more than capable of playing progres­
sive rock. Among others, Yuwanna rocks out with some straightforward 
Billy Squier, The Babys and Bob Seger compositions. Yuwanna even per­
forms a few origionals including "Everything Keeps Changing” ’which is 
quite impressive. Someday soon, the band plans to record it with others 
in album form.
Yuwanna will be playing at Farmer John’s through the end of the week.
Valley students and two dollars for 
general,” Cox also remarks "The loca­
tion has beer, moved from the 
Zumberge Pond area to the West 
Campus Center lawn.
Among the bands that will be p e r  
forming is the Son Seals Band. Son 
Seals is a Blues guitarist who has 
gained noteriety as one of the major 
Blues talents of rodav, Rased in 
Chicago, the band has gained national
exposure.
The second band will be the Bryan 
Band, called the “Blind Giant ofLci s
the Blues." Bryan Lee is a guitarist 
from Wisconsin. He is labeled as a 
very emotional and physical p e r 
former.
Jimmy Johnson is an older Blues 
artist. Jimmy Johnson’s voice is said 
to  be from the Hound Dog Taylor 
school, high and arthorative, able to 
lope along above the instruments.
I.O.U., from Detroit, will close 
out the evening.
According to the Provost, the 
occurence of future Blues Festivals 
hinges on the success of this event.
★  Records and Tapes
★  Musical Instruments
★  Reeds, Oils, Metronomes, Etc.
★  Sheet Music ★ Repairs
★  Lessons ★  Discount Prices!
★  Open evenings till 8 P M *
Phone: 8 9 5 - 7 9 2 0
BONUS: Bring this ad in for $1.00 off any record 
or tape regular $5.00 up. Or 2 sets of guitar strings for 
the price of one!
FARMER JOHN’S
HOURS: MON. - SAT.
4  ti! closing PVIotmans
\ \
THE PERCUSSION SECTION puts on a special performance to the 
beat of "Sing. Sing, Sing" (photo by Dan R. Seeley).
As the field was still being vacum- 
ed there was a short wait before on­
field practice began. The band was 
able to put one last hour of practice 
in to finish their one week’s prep­
aration for the event.
After a short break inwhich the 
band was treated to box lunches, 
and the stands filled, it was time for 
the pre-game performance.
The band lined up, was given the 
signal, and marched onto the field 
to play “Victory Fanfare,” “GVSC 
Victory,” “Sweet Georgia Brown,” 
and ’’Birdland,” in which the two 
twirlers. Kris Knuth and Lori 
Wiersma, were featured. The last 
pre-game number was “The Star 
Spangled Banner” for which the entire 
stadium rose and stood along with 
the band.
“ I felt so proud to be a part o f the 
band when we played the National 
Anthem!” said one player.
The pre game performance was a 
great success judging from the crowd’s 
clapping.
After spending the first half of the 
game in the stands, the band took 
their places on the sidelines just in 
time to witness the Lions' first touch­
down. With this adding to their ex­
citement, they marched onto the fieid 
for their half-time performance.
They began with “The Opener,” 
a composition of sailor songs, went 
on to  play the crowd's fayorite, 
“Sing, Sing, Sing,” in which the 
percussion section was featured, 
and ended with “ Let it be Me.’’
The band was furnished: according 
to the crowd “you guys did a terrific 
job!"
The company watched the rest 
o f the game after which they piled 
back onto the buses for the return 
trip, tired, but well satisified.
A rt Gallery shows “Soldiers Without Desire 9 9
by Doiu
Arts/Entertainment Writer
So Liters Without Desire, a 19 piece 
modular “surface wodt” by artiec John 
Vimcr, t-fii Sc on display in the Cam­
pus Center art gallery until Sept. 22.
"My work is & e play,” says the 
Giand Rapids artist. "There is a direct 
connection between myself and what
Yasrr. who only in the last few 
years has been able to concentrate 
solely on his art, tries to unify himself 
with the creative process, ousting that 
what he hat learned about the struc­
turing of color, line, and fotm win 
emerge spontaneously.
“The abstract expremionis o  oper­
ated on a respect for the subconscious, 
and that’s what I’m doing." said V a­
in . "I value being a vehicle. 1 don’t
feel the need for consciously control­
ling what’s going on. 1 enjoy the magic 
o f working on a piece; suddenly 
before my eyes chaos becomes order. 
The ordering of chaos is not a super- 
imposition o f power, hu t iu  intuiting 
of order. Chios will always men,- 
toward order, but you have to be
See CaUety  page 6
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Lack O f Coach 
H urt Tennis Teams
I don t usually like to write about pointless topics, especially 
when nothing can really be done about it. That is basically the case 
o f the men s and women’s tennis teams which were both cut this 
year. When budget cuts of any kind come into view, there is no easy 
decision pertaining to what to drop and what to  keep.
There were eight points of critera that the staff, administrators, 
and the Athletic Advisory Board used in deciding what sports to 
cut. The eight factors were the availability of facilities at Grand 
Valley, the extent to which the sport is played in Michigan high 
schools, the availability o f competition in the immediate area, the 
cost per participant, recognition of the sport in the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (GL1AC), the role of the sport 
in the physical education curriculum, spectator interest, and 
potential for lifelong participation.
Out of those eight points, the tennis teams were short in only 
two, possibly three areas. The women’s team was in need of a 
coach after former coach Don Dickinson was not planning to 
return, however, there was a possibility that he would be able to 
coach the men’s squad. Offhand, the majority of high schools 
in Michigan have a tennis program unlike sports such as crew or 
field hockey. The availabiltiy of competition in the area is the same 
in the conference as all other sports, actually better since past tennis 
squads played against several local top rated junior colleges.
The cost per participant while it v/as minimal compared to  other 
sports was an important factor since it was money coming from the 
budget, thus no cut could have been made had they kept both tennis 
teams on. The reronitition in the Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Athleitc Conferemce (GLIAC) was strong, infact Grand Valley is the 
only school in the league that does not have a men’s or women’s 
tennis program. The role of the sport in the physical education 
curriculum and spectator interest are both points in which the 
tennis teams do not really apply. And most everybody knows that 
the potential for lifelong participation is extremely popular.
That brings us back to  step one. The fact that the tennis teams 
did not have a stable coach over shadows everything else. Former 
coach Don Dickinson seemed to sum it up the best.
“When I coahced for Grand Valley I was paid very little and did 
it mainly out of personal interest. I don’t think the school could run 
a first rate program at the same salary.’’
Dickinson who is a professional tennis player and instructor, 
currently runs a tennis acedmy at the Ramblewood Racquet Club. 
He has had access to several players and was able to build a program 
at Grand Valley partly on his success there.
Tennis coaches like Dickinson do not come by easily. The idea 
of putting a tennis coach on staff fulltime would send the budget 
soaring upward thus nullifying the original plan to make any cuts 
at all.
Another main factor is that there would not be a coach 
on staff fulltime. Said Dr. George MacDonald, Grand Valley’s 
Athletic Director,
“Part time coaches are not closely articulated with their pro­
grams. They really need to  be on campus for athletes to be able to 
talk with when there is a problem. This was a large factor in our 
decision. We had good people, Don (Dickinson) was an excellent 
coach but it was unlikely that we would find somebody with his 
qualifications and ability to  take his place.”
“We are not pleased with any of the cuts. The totality of tne 
decisions were based on a lot of imput from the coaches, staff, and 
our Athletic Advisory Board. They were subjective decisions rather 
than objective,” added MacDonald.
Budget cuts are alwavs a threat to any program. But cuts must be 
made when needed as in the case of the athletic department. I t’s 
sad however, that two teams that did so well were dropped. The 
women were 17-0, conference and State champions. The men 
finished in second place and were also State champs plus they ended 
up 23rd in the Nation. It is odd that the two tennis squads had the 
only State championships out of all of Grand Valley’s sports.
But raid so oorimisitc MacDonald, “ If the budget does increase 
and we accumulate the funds we need, there is always a possibilty 
of starting another program in the future."
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LAST METRO
by Chris Dowdell
Sports Writer
If you happen to see someone 
running around campus, it may be 
eirher a health nut or one of Grand 
Valley's cross-country runner’s.
Coach dinger is looking for­
ward to an exciting year from his 
squad. The Laker’s got their first 
taste of competition September 5th 
against the alumni. John Potts won 
with a time of 25 45, and only 48 
seconds existed between first and 
fifth place. The Cross country runners 
finished highly. Glen Bradley a 
senior finished second at 26:56.
Fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh 
went to Rich Christianson, Ken 
Graft, Mike Carrigan and Doug
Kuiper. Greg Hyde and David Lodes 
finished ninth and tenth.
■>am coach (.linger, ”1 expect 
them to pick up, hut we were kind 
of low keyed for this event.”
According to coach Clinger, Grand 
Valley's conference is the strongest 
in the nation and feels he has his 
strongest team to date.
“We should get some outstand­
ing individual performances and all 
improve as runners.” he added, “Our 
goals are to place better than the team
the year before.”
“The freshmen gained depth and 
experience and are better than a 
year ago. We have two more runner’s 
Mark Frey tag who is injured and 
Dave Seppeia a trackman running 
cross country," said Clinger.
The Lakers will be ar the Ferris 
Stare Invitational September 12th and 
then back home on the 19th at 11 00 
am against Olivet and Ferris State 
College. Because of the construction 
work being done on the campus 
the cross country course has been 
altered but still includes the Ski 
Hill behind Kisder Hall.
CRO SS CO U N TRY  can be a 
lonely sport (photo by Dave 
Gotland).
Football Squad Awaits Opening Game
by Fred L. Garrett II
Sports Writer
With the excitement of the first 
day of classes behind them. Grand 
Valley’s football program is picking up 
speed and is about to shift into high 
gear. After three long weeks of prac­
tice, Coach Jim Harkema feels that 
it’s time for his team to take-off.
"The attitude of this team has been 
particularly good. We've had to over­
come a few obstacles and the kids have 
handled them extremely well,” com­
mented Harkema.
Grand Valley's budding fieldhouse 
has once again forced another team to 
practice elsewhere. The construction 
of the new intramural fields got an 
unexpectedly early start this summer 
which left the football team without a 
practice field. In an attempt to 
remedy the situation (yet keep the 
game field intact for the season) 
Harkema bused his squad to two area 
schools and Grand Rapid's Houseman 
field. the arrangement proved un
~. —i- .«.»*WUIAOLMV.
“We found that we were spending 
too much time travelling and preparing 
for practice. It eventually messed up 
our whole schedule and conflicted 
with our meal times.”
“We decided to pick the best spot 
on campus and that was the Campus 
Center lawn. It’s a lot shorter ride, 
though we still do a lot of moving 
around.” Now Harkema expects 
things to get into full swing."
“Now is the time to really step it up 
We need to concentrate on the fine 
points, the complexities of the game.”
In a recent pre-season scrimmage 
(offense vs. defense) Harkema had a 
chance to see his troops go at it. The 
offensive air attack gave fans much to 
be excited about. There were six 
TD’s scored via the pass.
“The execution of our pass offense 
was outstanding and we were also 
very impressed with our offensive line 
pass blocking.”
G R AN D  V A L L E Y 'S  FO O TBALL SO U AD  goes through rugged practice sessions as they get ready to go 
against Northern Iowa this Saturday (photo bv C.E. Heveker).
The line has continued to improve 
despite the absence of Herman 
Benson. Benson is still recovering 
from an off-season knee injury, but 
Harkema expects him to be playing by 
the fourth game. Harkema once 
again lauded his run defense
“ It’s just amazing how well they 
play the run I t’s not just one player 
who dominates, but the entire line 
attacks the ball.”
Though slowed by their own team­
mates, the Laker ground game should 
not be weak. Harkema has five 
runners who are all capable of playing 
and is facing quite a “dilemma” in 
deciding how best to utilize them.
“What's so great about the situation 
is the players attitudes. Even though 
they are all competing for the same 
positions, there are no ego problems.
They all recognize each others talents. 
They are all great competitors.”
Harkema views Tony Schmitt, Kui 
Johnson and Brian Bates as his “bread 
and butter men.” They have started 
for him before and are proven players. 
Relatively new on the scene are Brian 
Jones and Wayne Robinson (transfer 
WMU) whom Harkema views as his 
more exciting runners that can bust 
the long gainers.
"I was so loaded with good runners 
that I could afford to move Kerry 
Hicks to tight end. He’s done one 
heck of a job and his attitude has been 
tremendous." exclaimed Harkema 
Though things are a bit more settled 
at wide receiver with Michael Woods 
and Jeff Chadwick the starters, the 
competition is still fierce.
"Stephen Morgan and Billy 
Luckstead are still hanging tough. 
They're not just going to lay down and 
play dead.”
Harkema praised Woods for his 
domination of the practice field, but 
expressed concern over nagging in­
juries that Woods has yet to shake 
loose. “ He should he ready to play 
though, depending on the pain.”
Harkema is confident in his starting 
four defensive backs, bur the depth 
worries him. The offensive line is 
also short on horses but Harkema 
remains optimistic.
"We have progressed well so far and 
have had a minimum of injuries. At 
Northern Iowa, well tie playing 
against an outstanding football 
team. . .well just have to  play great 
football.”
★  ★  ★  * LEBijOU * * * *
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by Sue Shaub
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Cross Country Has Better Team Than Ever
I
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happens. I tend to look at things rela- 
tivwticafly There’s a relationship be­
tween the observer and the observed 
that’s always changing. To try to im­
pose a dogma becomes obsolete "
Vlaser's is a technical as weQ as 
a spontaneous process unique to the 
artist. Visser mixes his own inks, and 
knows bow each substance tends to 
react with the others. In creating 
Soldiers Without Desire, a combina­
tion of geometric farm and free­
flowring pattern, Visser applied a vari­
ety of inks, solvents, Laqser., and :hin- 
nen to sensitive day-coated paper 
After being coared with wax the paper 
was laminated to the modules' wooden 
frames over which toned canvas had 
been stretched. All this is done m the 
studio behind Vuser's house, where 
he listens *o music 23 he works.
Over the yean Visser has seen cer­
tain patterns emerge m his work. "AD 
of my pieces have involved the connec­
tion of free form and structure, the ex­
pression of movement, energy, com 
manicatjoTi.” Polarity is a key dement
dreams better dreams
by Chris Berry
Arts/F.ntertarrrment Writer
What the hell are we doing here? How do flies reach the fourth floor of 
the library? What makes some paperback textbooks worth three or four 
times as much as a regular paperback when all the publishers do are manu­
facture a larger size book that could easily be condensed to the usual pap­
erback size? Why5 Why? Why?
Whether it is a gift or curse. I’m an innate questioner and day dreamer. 
Since this is my last year at Grand Valley -  how did J become a senior so 
soon? I thought I’d somehow find the audacity in myself to impose my 
questions, fantasies, and tensions on the rest of the school population. 
Yep, that's right, if ail goes well I plan on writing this column every week. 
(If you're looking for a scapegoat, blame the state they gave me an addi­
tional $1200 in work/study tha year.)
The first question I would like to address is “Why question?'' The 
answer is so obvious that ! hope I don’t skip over some main point in my 
explanation. The opposite of questioning is accepting, which is taking 
somebody else’s view as your own, blindly. Everyone that has most of 
their five senses should be able to deduct their own mews on life. Of 
coarse a person fo’lowmg this reasoning should listen to others; however, 
after digesting all that is presented, a questioner evaluates and keeps only 
what he thinks is significant.
We all have a responsibility to be questioners even though we yearn to 
be followers. Followers admit to being out of control. To them, life is a 
gamble, one in which a mighty god has stacked the deck against them. 
Followers believe that there is it . intrinsic evil in man, therefore, in a way, 
condoning man’s srronjp in the world A questioner believes life is what he 
makes it.
The title of my column, “Dream Better Dreams," come* from the Mark 
Twain story "The Mysterious Stranger." Read it; it says more that I could 
possibly say all year. Twain, a tormented questioner in that he had vision 
o f a better world than the one he lived in, states within his story that life 
is a dream that we devise ourselves Apparently we choose to dream a 
nightmare of competition, war, and hell. Let’s wake up, eat a banana and 
drink a glass of mDk (food for thought), and go back ro a more peaceful 
sleep.
Realistically. I am not sure what I plan to accomplish by writing this 
column. My goal is to present myseif as a humble peer with some differ­
ent outlooks on the world from our Grand Valley perspective. For myself 
I expect to have fun. receive some constructive feedback, and exercise my 
mind by daydreaming. I hope I can challenge and amuse you at the same 
time.
m hi* work, "Without that 
there is no movement, no life."
Visser feds mam problems people 
have involve choosing a point between 
two poles and saying. “This is where 
I’m going to stay," instead of acknowl­
edging. "I’m going to fluctuate be­
tween these two points.” Said Vis^r, 
"There has to be movement between 
the self and what is observed. Lack of 
movement indicates something's 
wrong "
Numbers are significant in Vla­
ser's works. The dimdnaions of 
Soldiers Without Destre are in mult­
iples of three, the number for artists 
in numerology, and symbolic of 
“Without desire” in the Chinese 
numerical system. "1 often think 
in numbers. I play with them, ' 
says Visser,
Most of Vuser's works have a grid 
structure. "The important elements 
in Soldiers Without Desire are the nu­
merical sequences and the fact that 
each of the modules are identical ai 
dimension and surface, yet each is in­
dividual because of the spontaneous 
expressions of movements on the 
paper. The modules are a pattern, the 
micro macrocosmic element mat 
forms a whole. Color is important be­
cause vssssSy it is l i e  music, it acts 
directly on the senses. With shapes 
you’re getting mto symbols, an intel­
lectual process.”
Many people value an mainly as 
decoration. Just as they value litera­
ture primarily for entertainment, but 
there is another aspect most overlook 
"I tend to look at my pieces as media­
tion plates,” said Visser. "They’re 
neutral, something that one can travel 
in and through Beyond."
Check Out Intramurals
Attention:
People Interested In 
Crew Take Notice
The Grand Valley Crew Club 
invites all interested students to 
attend their first meeting in Rm. 18 
of the fieldhouse. Friday, Sept 11 
at 4:00 p.m. No rowing experience 
is required. Crew^ Grand Valley's 
oldest sport rows every fall and 
spring on the Grand River and 
competes against such big name 
schools as Notre Dame, Michigan 
State, Michigan, Purdue, Wisconsin, 
and Nebraska.
by Marc Endrim
Sports Writer
What do you do in your spare time? 
If you enjoy competing against o 
■ n athletic events or if you are just 
looking to have some fun. chances are 
that the Campos Recreation Office has 
something for you.
The office handles the thirteen in­
tramural sports and other special 
athletic events. Anyone currently en­
rolled who is interested can find some 
activity in which to participate.
The intramural program takes on a 
new look this year as three new sports 
putt-putt golf, frisbee goif. one-on- 
one basketball have been added. Putt- 
putt golf will be held in Grandvifl* and 
a charge of $ 1.50 is required. Trans­
portation to and from GrandviHe will 
be provided. Something else new will 
be the piaymg times for four sports 
according to Campus Recreation Co-
iM uinuai Ron Cijfli.
"We will hold flag football, putt- 
putt golf, punt, pass, and kick, _nd the 
turkey-trot on Saturday mornings in 
order that the winners can be an­
nounced at the football games," stated 
dark
"We are very optjmdtK about this 
year’s program. We have plenty of 
events now and as the new facilities 
are completed see may be able to add 
even more. Possibly the pool may even 
be completed in the near future.”
Presently the fieldhouse has two 
racquetbail and two squash courts 
which can be reserved up to twenty- 
four hours in advance. There is also a 
weight room and a small gym which 
can he used. Validated I.D.'s arc re­
quired to enter the fieldhouse during 
the evenings and on the weekends.
The first intramural sports are 
flag football and tennis singles and 
entries are now being accepted. Any­
one interested should pick up an in­
formation sheet and an entry form in 
the Intramurals Office in room 82 of 
the fieldhouse. There is a $10 forfeit 
fee required for all football entries.
"We try to have something for 
everyone," stated Clark. “There are 
plans for a softball tournament, a
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR 
FALL SEMESTER 1*81
EVENT ENTRIES
ACCEPTED
START 
DATE OR 
MEET 
DATE
MEN’S AND WOMEN'S SPORTS
Tennis Singles Sep 2 -18 S*p21
•Flag Football Sep 2 -18 Sep 27
Putt-Putt Golf Sep 14-2$ Sep 26
Frisbee Golf Sep 21 Oct 2 Oct 3
Racquetbail Doubles Oct $-16 Oct 21
Punt, Pass & Kick Oct 12-23 Oct 24
* I-on-1 Basketball Oct 26 Nov 6 Nov 9
furkey Trot Nov 2-1J Nov 14
COED SPORTS
Tennis Mixed Doubles Sep 2 -18 Sep 23
•Flag Football Sep 2 -18 Sep 27
Putt-Putt Golf Sep 14-2$ Sep 26
Racquetbail Doubles Oct $-16 Oct 21
Turkey Trot Nov 2-1J Nov 14
‘ Flag Football Officials’ training will be held Sep 21- 
24. Flag Football Captains’ meeting will be held 
Sep 21. 1-on-l Basketball meeting for all participants 
will be hdd Nov 6.
1
"super stars” competition, and a track 
meet for later in the year. We are hop­
ing for a good turnout for all the 
events,” he added.
So if you find yourself using that
same old excuse “there’s nothing to 
do around here”, then check out one 
of the many activities provided by the 
Campus Recreation office. If nothing 
else, you’ll have a good time.
I l *
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